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Introduction

The pharmaceutical industry is a highly 

competitive entity with many market 

participants and often only 1 out of 10 drug 

developments make it to the market. At the 

same time, investing into expensive, state-of-

the-art, often complex new drug formulations 

and orphan drugs that commonly are designed 

specifically for small groups of patients, do not 

necessarily cover the initial development costs. 

Likewise, there is a significant chance that the 

developed pharmaceutical product won’t even 

reach the final production state, generating a 

loss to the company [1].

Therefore, the continuous effective support 

of pharmaceutical development (R&D) and 

manufacturing quality control (QC) to provide 

the essential help overcoming hurdles such 

as increased regulatory burden and increased 

costs associated with finding and developing 

new drugs is of utmost importance. Although 

here it may seem less apparent, but those are 

the analytical tools with high selectivity and 

specificity that provide the essential information 

on the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the 

drug product - that affect the drug product’s 

efficacy, quality and safety for its intended use 

as addressed in ICH Q6A [2]. In turn, meeting 

these quality aspects will always be the main 

drivers for successful pharmaceutical market 

entry and safeguarding a smooth and reliable 

pharma production.

Among the other analytical techniques, 

high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

and in particular, reversed-phase liquid 

chromatography (RP-LC) is one of the most 

widely used techniques for the analysis of 

chemical and pharmaceutical mixtures. HPLC 

is a relatively young analytical technique, it 

was early 1967 when the first HPLC instrument 

was built in Csaba Horváth’s Mason laboratory 

at Yale University [3]. Since then, there has 

been a huge development in terms of HPLC 

instrumentation and columns. The industry has 

seen the introduction of ultrahigh-pressure, 

inert, low-dispersion LC-systems with extremely 

accurate solvent deliveries, near-universal 

photodiode-array detections (DAD) and simple 

benchtop mass-spectrometers - which are 

becoming new industry standards. Column 

technology has seen the development of highly 

efficient, sub-2µm particles in various chemistries. 

These developments have revolutionised Life 

Sciences and continue to pave the way to apply 

more powerful gradient elution techniques that 

contribute in a major way to today’s progress 

in pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical and 

metabolite analysis [4, 5].

Within HPLC, there are great advantages 

of using gradient over isocratic elution, with 

the former being applicable to a broad 

polarity range of analytes and also providing 

the chromatographer with sharp peaks with 

improved sensitivity and reduced analysis 

time. Conversely, compared to isocratic 

elution, working with gradient elution from the 

beginning, represents a much higher complexity, 

where method parameter influences associated 

with underlying chromatographic interactions 

may appear to be less trivial. This brings to the 

necessity of applying methodical approaches, 

adaption of Quality-by-Design principles and  

use of advanced modelling tools to manage 

this complexity.

Regulatory Perspective

Modern (U)HPLC methods need to fulfil not 

only quality standards in terms of enhanced 

resolving capability but also high throughput 

and integrated flexibility for subsequent post-

approval adjustments [6]. Analytical methods 

must be highly adaptable to Lifecycle 

Management and must always deliver high 

performance, which is why the whole industry 

is transitioning towards Analytical Quality by 

Design (AQbD) approaches.

In this sense, developing methods «with 

the end in mind» to design quality into 

the analytical method can offer significant 

advantages. Having seen the advantages of 

applying QbD of manufacturing processes, 

industry practitioners successfully adapted 

those principles to other areas of life science 

such as analytical method development. 

Among others, an aspect of AQbD is to 

include tolerance limits of the parameters 

involved along with other systematic 

elements such as a Design of Experiments 

(DoE) creating each Design Space. This 

facilitates risk-, and knowledge-based 

decision making, which in a long-term can 

not only minimise but also completely avoid 

any out-of-specification (OoS) investigations.  

As an Analytical Quality-by-Design chapter is 

not yet available in ICH, the corresponding 

terminologies and detailed steps 

remain vague and were interpreted and 

implemented differently by independent 

groups. For more guidance, one can 

however turn on the future terminologies 

and principles used in the concept paper 

of the upcoming Q14, which will ask, why a 

method was developed in a particular way 

and not otherwise. Most recently, the draft 

of USP <1220> on Lifecycle Management is 

also pointing in that direction.

USP <1220> aims to substitute the 

traditional way of method development and 

validation by a more structured and holistic 

approach introducing Method Lifecycle 

Management. A main drawback of the former 

was the high number of wet-lab experiments 

needed while the modelled range remained 
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limited to the studied data points, preventing 

the study of further parameter dependencies. 

As suggested instead, analytical method 

development using a structured Lifecycle 

Management approach integrates existing 

chromatographic knowledge as derived 

from fundamental theories. Such mechanistic 

modelling by design offers a thorough, 

holistic understanding and allows for 

unparalleled modelling versatility. The relevant 

chemometrical chapter of USP <1039> also 

highlights the use of mechanistic models [7, 8].

Chromatographic Modelling Tools

Among the many chromatographic theories 

explaining the reversed-phase retention 

mechanisms, the Solvophobic Theory of 

Csaba Horváth has proven to be the gold 

standard, showing practical uses in other LC 

modes as well [9]. Applying these principles, 

computational modelling of designated method 

parameters (%B-T) began in the 1980ies, when 

Lloyd Snyder and his co-workers designed 

algorithms to predict retention dependencies 

on a programmable calculator. Following this 

concept, the first chromatography-based 

modelling software (DryLab I and G) was 

launched in 1986. It used powerful graphics, 

so called resolution graphs, to visualise peak 

movements and critical resolution as per 

changes of eluent strength (%B) in isocratic 

elution, gradient steepness and steps in gradient 

elution, pH, and temperature [10]. Nonlinear 

factors such as pH, additive concentration, or 

ternary composition could reliably be calculated 

on the basis of three input experiments. 

In the following case studies, we demonstrate the 

power of mechanistic modelling approaches in 

the development of analytical methods in HPLC. 

Optimising the Gradient

Modelling gradient elution and model-based 

flexibility in gradient profile provides many 

benefits in establishing better peak separation 

both for small- and large molecule mixtures. 

The main purpose in gradient elution is 

ideally establishing a more compact elution 

profile [11]. Typical approach for achieving 

this in case of small molecules is the insertion 

of gradient points (one-step or multi-step 

gradients), or adding isocratic holds to the 

gradients to separate peaks, that show more 

similar chromatographic properties. However, 

as the molecule size increases, the points of 

attachments to the stationary phase with the 

active sites of the columns are in a sudden 

increase. Large molecules therefore, especially 

proteins, will show specific ‘on-off’ behaviour, 

also called ‘bind & elute’ mechanism [12].

As a result, well-managed gradient elution 

control, and in particular, the so-called 

‘elution window stretching’ technique 

becomes necessary [13, 14]. 

Another impressive illustration of the power 

of gradient control is the separation of Cys-

linked antibody-drug-conjugates (ADCs), 

forming definite drug-to-antibody ratios (0-8) 

in homologous order, where with the software 

a logarithmic-like profile can easily be set [15].

In-silico Options for  
Method Transfer

Transferring methods from UHPLC to HPLC 

in the lab or across company locations, 

or adopting old ‘legacy methods’ using 

modern techniques, is often challenging. 

Although analysts can perform simple, 

geometrical transfers (scale-up/downs) for an 

existing method, such an approach misses 

the systematic context of Design Space 

Modelling. As a side effect, OoS-cases occur 

and are reported to be common during the 

above-mentioned method transfers.

Here, using a holistic approach incorporates 

the essence of chromatographic 

dependencies, the separation model is 

delivering clear answers, on how the design 

space adjusts if method parameters vary.

Figure 1: The so-called elution window stretching technique that is commonly applied for establishing a better 

separation of protein analytes. In this example, the Gradient Editor of DryLab was used to better separate small 

microheterogeneities of a reduced monoclonal antibody. Please note that the virtual chromatograms above 

are compensated with system delay volumes (hold-up, and dwell) in order to facilitate an easy optimization of 

the gradient profile. (Collaborative results with Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA)

Figure 2: In-silico method transfer using a flexible modeling design on a test sample of Amlodipine and its 

related impurities. Based on 4 input runs, the original model was run with a linear gradient (30-90%B), the 

2D design space (resolution map) shows already an automatic model update with the optimised segmented 

gradient (1). Staying with the same stationary phase material (assuming the same chromatographic 

interactions to be present in the separation system), an easy transfer was possible to an HPLC system and 

column (2). The chromatogram on the right shows very similar band spacing, however at the specified 

setpoint, the model indicates a change in the critical peak pair. (Model data originated from R. Kormány [22]).
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Robustness Quantification

Designing methods that deliver consistent 

analytical results over time are key in smooth 

pharma production. As defined in ICH Q2 (R1), 

robustness is the main measure of a method’s 

capability to resist small but deliberate 

changes over time. The relevant chapter 

furthermore suggest assessing robustness 

as early as during the method development 

phase - however without mentioning any 

means of assessment [16].

For methods that were adapted from an 

external source (i.e. pharmacopeia methods), 

failures are frequent and likely to show up 

at later lifecycle stages, in particular during 

routine use. Hence, in case of an incomplete 

method understanding, steps taken to 

avoid or effectively manage OoS’ root cause 

investigations, can be laborious tasks that will 

occupy additional resources and may hold 

up batch releases. Bringing methods quickly 

back into specification therefore can save 

tremendous amounts of resources. 

In the modelling context, design spaces 

can be built for both new and existing 

methods in order to obtain profound 

understanding of in-routine behaviour, 

from which a holistic control strategy 

(HCS) can be derived. Specifying expected 

parameter-deviations (tolerance limits), in 

silico modelling calculates up to 10 HPLC 

factors at 3 levels each, aligning all relevant 

components of the separation system.  This 

includes changes of the gradient time, 

start-, end%B, step height, time, flow-rate, 

temperature, ternary composition, pH and 

instrument dwell volume. The software’s 

modelled results summarise the percentage 

virtual experiments that pass the robustness 

threshold. A success rate of 100 % indicates 

that all modelled experiments pass the 

Rs,crit.-threshold specified in the analytical 

target profile (ATP) -typically baseline 

separation. However, if the success rate is 

below 100 %, either tighter specification of 

the parameter-deviations or refinement of 

the setpoint is needed [17, 18].

Based on the robustness study, meaningful 

system-suitability-test (SST)-limits can 

be established with Critical Separation 

Parameters (CSPs) being simultaneously 

identified. Next, clear strategies should be 

set to minimise the effect on variability and to 

keep separations in specification [19, 18].

Multi-attribute Modelling

Although the critical resolution (Rs,crit) in 

a chromatographic separation is the most 

important separation quality attribute, other 

properties may be needed. For example, in 

SST specifications, resolution of designated 

peaks, peak retention times and certain 

minimum values of peak width or tailing 

(i.e. to ensure sufficient selectivity between 

neighbour peaks) may be conducive.

Design Space Comparison

There are three main components in an HPLC-

separation system that should be considered 

for a holistic understanding and judgement 

of the separation performance: stationary 

phase, the eluent, and the sample. Indeed, 

the selectivity provided by the column and the 

corresponding separation depends greatly 

on the properties of the studied analyte and 

the applied chromatographic conditions such 

as gradient settings, temperature, ternary 

composition, pH and others. 

Similarly, additional influences like column 

batch-to-batch variations and system-to-

system differences need to be considered. 

Design space models are therefore ideal 

tools for the characterisation of separation 

systems, while minimising the experimental 

work required [17, 20].

Automation

All the examples above can be carried out in an 

automated fashion using a seamlessly connected 

software solution. In this fashion, the DryLab 

suite used above connects directly to Waters 

Empower CDS. Sample sets for the chosen, 

Design of Experiments (DoE) are created with 

only one click after which all twelve experiments 

are run automatically by Empower, then 

acquired by DryLab for the Design Space 

Modelling. Peak tracking benefits of the 

DryLab-Empower-Connection by means 

Figure 3:  Robustness study around the specified point of the Figure 2 transferred HPLC-method. Specified by expected method parameter deviations (tolerances), DryLab 

«Robustness Tool» calculates method performance changes over time (1). Under the specified tolerances, 100% of the 2187 virtual results (37) performed better than Rs,crit. 

1.65 (2). The worst-case experiment (No. 1185) is displayed on the lower chromatogram. (3) The regression coefficient chart indicates the most influential, i.e., critical separation 

parameters (CSPs) contributing to the most variations in the separation performance (4). The highest influence had the flow-rate and the start%B. The frequency distribution 

chart below summarises how many times a certain resolution value present among the calculated results (5).
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of orthogonal peak tracking: if Mass 

Spectrometers (QDa or SQD) are available, 

additional peak information is presented to 

the analyst in addition to the UV data. For 

best interpretation of the chromatograms, 

base peak values are shown in the peak 

tables. Selected ion chromatograms 

and mass spectra of selected peaks 

can be called additionally to the UV 

chromatograms. After the assessment of the 

model’s robustness, confirmation runs around 

the setpoint are seamlessly transferred to 

Empower where they are executed to then be 

retrieved by DryLab. By implementing such 

automated workflows, the reliability can be 

increased while human, inter-operator errors 

can be eliminated [21].

Conclusion

The described DryLab Design Space 

Modelling approach moves away from 

traditional method development routines 

based only on statistics. Instead, and in 

line with the recent ICH Q14 stimuli and 

USP<1220>, the model yields a profound 

understanding of the chromatographic 

interdependencies within the separation 

system while a Holistic Control Strategy 

(HCS) can be derived from it. Design 

Space Modelling effectively expands the 

chromatographer’s skillset in his quantitative 

analytical work and can be implemented on 

a daily basis using the seamless connection 

of software packages, in this case DryLab 

and Empower.

By implementing automated workflows, 

the development of new and badly needed 

pharmaceuticals can be developed with 

faster time to market - to the advantage of 

the suffering patient.

Figure 4: Picking up on the previous example of Figure 2, custom requirements as a part of the «Multi-Attribute 

Modeling» view can be set. Here, the specific requirement of baseline separation for only the API (peak no. 3) was 

specified. This peak is shown in red along with the neighboring impurity while the peaks of non-interest are greyed 

out. In the setpoint of the upper resolution map, baseline separation of the API is met. In the lower Rs-map however, 

we can see the reason, namely the temperature was increased to 32°C, resulting in an out-of-specification (OoS), an 

overlap between the API-peak and the interfering impurity. Also, the peak pair at 10 min formed a double peak .

Figure 5: This case study shows a comparison of 3D tG-T-tC (ACN/MeOH; 0–60 %) separation models of an API, along with 6 specified impurities. In this particular 

case – due to the small tailing of the API – the red Method Operable Design Regions (MODR) show setpoints where critical resolution of all peaks are Rs,crit. ≥2.0 

are met. Under the selected conditions (arrows), the Luna Phenyl-Hexyl column does not separate the API from the neighboring impurity. The Inertsil ODS 3 column 

performs at the edge of failure (EoF, the border between red and yellow), while the Synergi Hydro column separated the critical peak-pair satisfactorily. However, 

moving to higher gradient times and temperatures, the Common MODR on the very left shows that adequate separation for all peaks (Rs,crit. ≥2.0) on all three 

columns is possible. Within the Common MODR, all three columns can be considered to be interchangeable. (In collaboration with E. Ferencz, George Emil Palade 

University of Medicine, Pharmacy, Science, and Technology, Targu Mures, Romania).
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